Patent Solutions for Engineers

Uncover Competitive Intelligence and Technology Insights Hidden in Patents and Patent Applications

Patents and patent applications represent a rich source of information about technology, market & competitive trends. Now engineers can derive deep insights from this goldmine using analytical tools designed specifically with the technical professional in mind.

To compete effectively in the Innovation Economy, companies must be able to protect their own IP, but also understand the technology landscape, spot blocking IP controlled by competitors, recognize where rivals are placing their R&D bets, uncover new markets to enter, and even identify influential inventors.

Patents and patent applications represent the single largest repository of technical IP and a treasure trove for engineers, researchers, product managers and other technical professionals seeking to understand the market landscape surrounding a technology.

On the other hand, patent research has long been a tedious, haphazard and often unsuccessful process for engineers because they lacked tools designed with the technical professional in mind.

Powerful Toolset for Finding Value in Patents and Applications

Now you can accelerate your patent research and quickly uncover unique insights using the Patent Solutions by IHS Markit, delivered on the Engineering Workbench platform.

Offering access to a collection of over 60 million patents, and the option to add a powerful graphical toolset for analyzing technology trends and patent information, these solutions help engineers, technologists, and other innovators:

- Understand the competitive landscape
- Spot influential trends, companies, and people
- Discover new markets
- Stay on top of technology trends

Never before has it been so easy for you to leverage the IP hidden within global patents to drive successful innovation and market growth.
The Patent Collection from IHS Markit provides full-text searchability for more than 60 million patents using the search capabilities built into the Engineering Workbench platform. Next-generation search technology allows users to quickly identify content that matches their query, view dynamic summaries in their native language, and view the full-text patent in its original language, in HTML or PDF.

Patent Intelligence, an add-on capability from IHS Markit, leverages the same collection of 60 million patents but also provides a packaged set of analytics that enable organizations to extract competitive intelligence from the patents.

Published in the original languages, with dynamic summaries available in multiple languages, patents covered in the Patent Solutions by IHS Markit include:

- U.S. Granted Patents (USPTO): 1971–current
- Great Britain Granted Patents: 1970–current
- German Granted Patents: 1980–current
- German Gebrauchsmusters (Utility Model): 1980–current
- French Granted Patents: 1985–current
- Chinese Granted Patents
- Chinese Granted Patents for Utility Models
- Chinese Patent Applications
- Chinese Utility Model Applications
- WIPO PCT Publications (WIPO): 1978–current

For more information www.ihsmarkit.com